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I. Introduction 
The problem of realizin!'.! a Y-matr ix with an n-oort network of n + 1 
nodes has been widely discussed and completely solved in theory. From 
all this work, two major approaches t o the synthesis of an n-port with 
n + 1 nodes has evo lved. The first approach invo lves the determination 
of the nort-s tructure throurh the analysis of t he sign pattern of the 
Y-matrix l,Z, 3, 4 , 5 _ The port-structure is then trans formed into a star-
tree port-structure f rom which the network can eas ily be realized. This 
approach is normally used when all of the elements of the Y-matrix are 
non-zero . 
The second approach invol ve s the decomposition of the Y- matrix into 
the triple product Y=CsYeC~ where Cs is a ser, matrix and Ye is a diagonal 
matrix of positive elements representing edge admi ttance s 5, 6, 7• The 
columns of this seg matrix correspond to a linear path in the port-
structure . The rea l ization of t he nort-structure is accomplished by 
constructing a network which contains all these linear paths in its 
tree port-structure. This method has been recommended for the use when 
zeros occur in the Y-matrix . 
The synthesis procedure presented in this paper ut ilizes parts of 
both of the previous ly mentioned approaches and a computer program is 
developed to perform the synthesis. This nrocedure is divided into three 
parts. The Y-matrix i s first decomposed into the triple product , CsYeC~, 
using an extension of Cederbaum's algorithm6 fo r a conductance matrix . 
The elements of the diagonal matrix Ye are found by equating the terms 
of the triple pr oduct to the original Y-matrix. The port-structure is then 
found hy letting s = 1 in the Y-matrix and by forming a table of signs 
corresponding to the triple product yii yki yki as outlined by Halkias, 
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Cederbaum and Kim. 5 From this table of signs a node and port-matrix 
is developed which gives the port structure except for the sequence of 
the ports of the linear portions of the structure. The direction of 
the ports can be obtained from the original sign matrix. The sequence 
of the linear portions of the port-structure and the realization of the 
network is then accomplished by using the decomposition triple product 
C Y C'. 
s e s 
I I. The Decomposition 
The algorithm developed by Cederbaum6 to decompose a matrix K into 
the triple product PDP' applies only to real matrices. Thus, since 
conductance matrices fall into this category, if the decomposition can 
be carried out where Pis an E matrix8 and Dis a diagonal matrix of 
real positive elements, then K can be realized as a resistive network 
of n + 1 nodes. This method has been extended to RLC networks by Kim an« 
Chien7 • For a network of this type it was shown that each element of a 
Y-matrix has the general form: 
y .. = _+ [g + sC + 1/sL] (1) 
1) 
where g, C and Lare non-negative real numbers. For real and positive 
values of the complex variables, an RLC n-port behaves as a resistive 
network. Theref~re for positive and real values of s, the Y-matrix 
becomes a conductance matrix and may be decomposed by the Cederbaum 
algorithm. Let Y1 be the matrix defined by the following: 
y = y 
1 s=l 
(2) 
Then Y1 is a conductance matrix. If Y1 can be realized as a resistive 
network then Y can be realized as an RLC network. In addition, if Y is 
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decomposed into the triple product 
(3) 
the seg matrix Cs is an E matrix and is independent of the variables. 
Therefore ifs takes on the value 1 equation (3) becomes 
(4) 
Where 
D = Ye\s=l (5) 
The seg matrix which is obtained by decomposing Y1 is also the seg-
matrix for the decomposition of Y. 
To find the elements of the diagonal matrix Ye, the triple product 
indicated by equation 3 can be carried out for general elements in Ye 
and equated term by term to the corresponding terms in Y. Let Ye be 
an m x m matrix. For each application of the decomposition algorithm, 
a column is added to Cs and a row and column is added to Ye. In addition, 
at least one more zero is created in the Y-matrix. Since there are n(n-1)/2 
off diagonal terms and n diagonal terms which may have to be reduced to 
zero, the sum of these form an upper bound on m. 
m < n(n-1)/2 + n 
m < n(n+l)/2 (6) 
The product indicated by equation 3 will yield n(n+l)/2 equations in 
m unknowns therefore, not all of these equations will normally be independent. 
For a computer prop,ram it is desirable to be able to pick a set of these 
equations which will always be indenendent. 
If y ij for 1 :::.. i is the i , j!b_ element of Y and y ek is the k!b_ 
diap,onal element of Ye, then a ter111 of the expansion of equation 3 can 
be expressed as: 
(7) 
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Let three new matrices X, P, and Z be fonned such that if x is an 
r 
element of X prk an element of P and zk an element of Z, then they are 
related to Y, C and Y by the following: s e 
xr = y .. 
1J 
P = C C 
rk ik jk 
z = y 
k ek 
i-2 
r = j-i+l+O-Su) (n-t) 
t=O 
j i 
(8) 
Then the linear equations expressing the expansion of equation 3 can be 
written as: 
X = PZ (9) 
The matrix P has m columns and at most n(n+l)/2 rows. If the matrix Z 
is to be unique, P must have rank m. Therefore only m of the rows of P 
are independent. A particularly useful set of m independent rows can be 
obtained by noting the following theorem which forms the basis of the 
decomposition algorithm. 6 
Theorem: Let ADA' be a decomposition of a matrix 
K=(k .. ) of order n, where A is a nonre-
dund!rtt matrix and D a diagonal matrix 
with positive, real diagonal elements. 
If kpq (p#q) is the off-diagonal, nonzero 
element with the minimum absolute 
value (or one of them, or the only one) 
then in the matrix A the rows p and q 
overlap exactly in one column. 
In equation 4, let y be the nonzero element of Y, with the minimum 
st 
absolute value. The rows sand t of Cs overlap only in column one. Let c1 
represent column one of Cs and let d1 be the diagonal element of D 
corresponding to this column such that d1 = yst• Then a new matrix Y2 can 
be formed according to the algorithm as 
(10) 
Now the minimum element of the new matrix Y2 is chosen and the second 
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coltunn of C if formed consistent with the stated theorem. If y 
S UV 
is the minimum element , then rows u and v of C overlap in column 2 and 
s 
possibly any preceed ing column. This process is continued until all 
off-diagonal elements are reduced to zero and the remaining matrix Yk 
is diagonal. Then Yk = UKkU completes the algorithm. 
It can be seen from the previous discussion that the rth row of P 
corresponding to yst in equation 8 will have a+ 1 in column one and all 
succeeding columns will be zero. Also the rth row corresponding to yuv 
will have a+ 1 in column two and a zero in column w for all w > 2. 
This can be stated fo r each successive application of the algorithm until 
the diagonal matrix Yk is reached. For this diagonal matrix, the rth 
row of P corresponding to the first nonzero diagonal element Y .. has 
11 
a+ 1 in the kth colwnn and a zero in each column w > k. This process is 
continued for all the nonzero diagonal elements. 
Let the rows of X and P be permuted such that the first k-1 rows 
correspond to the minimum nonzero off-diagonal elements of Y1 and let them 
be arranged in the order they were used. Let the next m-k+l rows correspond 
to the nonzero diagonal elements in the order used. All remaining rows 
will be grouped in the last rows. Then let X and P be partitioned such 
that the first m rows fonn a matrix x1 and P1 and the last n(n+l)/2-m 
rows form X and P. 
2 2 
X = P Z 
1 1 
z (11) 
(12) 
Therefore P1 is a square non-singular matrix of a lower triangular form. 
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This allows for the elements of Z to be determined by an iterative method 
without i nverting P1• Thus 
z = X (1) / (1) 
1 1 pll 
z = x(l) / p (1) 
2 2 · 22 
P. (1) z /p (1) 
21 1 22 
= x(l) I p (1) -'t: P(l) (1) 
zk k kk w=l kw zw/pkk 
where x(l) = y x(l) = y , etc. are the corresponding elements of the 
1 St' 2 UV 
Y-matrix in the order they were chosen as the minimum nonzero absolute 
value in the matrix Y1• 
Because of the particular form of P1, the k!!: element of Ye can be 
found using only the first k coltunns of C, the element of Y which was 
s 
considered the minimum element of Y1 creating the k!!: column of Cs and 
the k-1 elements of Y already computed. Also, if y .. is the kth minimum 
e lJ 
element of Y1 only one row of Pis needed to find yek• This row is the 
one formed by the ith and jth rows of C. Thus the general expression 
- s 
giving yek can be written using equation 13 and equation 8 as: 
y . .Jc. kc "k lJ 1 J 
k-1 
for k=l 
Y .. I c . kc . k . c . c . y I c. kc for k > 1 
lJ 1 J - L._ 1w JW ew 1 jk 
w=l 
(14) 
A Fortran II program is written which performs the decomposition of 
a Y-matrix by Cederbaum's algorithm. A Y-matrix for which each element 
is of the general fonn expressed by equation 1 is read in as input data. 
Three matrices are used to store this information , one matrix is used for 
each power of s . A new matrix Y1 is formed by letting s=l and adding the 
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corresponding elemeats of the three matrices. Using this matrix the 
Cederbaum algorithm is applied. The three conditions given by Cederbaum 
as necessary for the a lgorithm to converge are checked at each step of the 
decomposition. These three conditions are as follows where Y is the 
k+l 
step just succeedi ng Yk: 
Condition 1: No element of Y can have a different 
sign than i ts c~tfesponding element in Yk 
Condition 2: No element of Yk 1 can increase in absolute 
value over the c6Tresponding element in Yk 
Condition 3: The number of zero off-diagonal elements in 
Yk+l is greater than that in Yk 
As each new column of the.Cs matrix is formed, the corresponding 
diagonal element of Ye is found through the use of equation 14. This 
matrix is stored as a column matrix consist ing of diagonal elements of Ye. 
However, actually three columns are used to allow for each power of s . 
The flow diagram of this program i s shown in Figure 1. 
III. Determining the Port Structure 
The method used to find the port structure is the procedure outlined 
by Halkias, Cederbaum and Kim5 • This procedure utilizes a table of signs 
which is formed from the tripl e product 
y .. y .Y for k=l,2, ••• ,n 
1J kl kj 
and fo r each pair (i,j) where i < j. 
(15) 
Since then ports of an n+l node network form a tree-like structure, 
a tree will be considered with branches corresponding to the ports of 
the network. From this identification, the following definitions are made . 
Two ports or branches are star-connected if they are both end branches of 
a tree and have a common node . Two ports or branches are series-connected 
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if they have a common node and no other port or branch is incident with 
this common node. A pair of series- or star-connected ports can be 
found using the following theorem5: 
Theorem: If Y is a short-circuit admittance matrix of an n-nort 
resistive network with n+l nodes and if the pair of ports 
i and j are series connected, then y. ·YkiYk· 0 for 
k=l,2, ••• ,n if the pair of ports i afid j arJ star-
connected then y .. yk.yk. 0 for k=l,2, ••• ,n and 
k -' . . 1] 1 1 .,. 1, J . 
The case of the equality for both series and star-connected ports need 
not be considered in this paper since it is assumed that ally .. ! o. Usin~ 
1] 
this theorem, it is evident that a series-connected port is characterized 
by a row of n positive signs in the table created by equation 15. Also, a 
star-connected port is characterized by a row of n-2 negative signs in 
this table. These two properties form the basis of the computer program 
presented here. 
The Fortran II program which has been written develops the port-
structure of a network through the use of two matrices. One of these 
is the "Node" matrix which has n rows and n+l columns. Each of the columns 
correspond to a node in the network and the rows of each column correspond 
to the ports connected to that node. For the purpose of determining 
if a port can be connected to a particular node, each element of the 
node matrix is initially set equal to 100. Then, if a column corresponding 
to a node has an element equal to 100, a port can be connected to this 
node and the element value is changed to the port number . If no more 
ports are to be connected to this node, the node is "closed out" by 
changing the remaining element values from 100 to zero. 
The other matrix is called a "Port" matrix which has 3 rows and n 
columns. Each column corresponds to one of then norts and the first two 
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rows of each column correspond to the nodes to which this port is 
connected. The third row is used to determine the sequence by which 
the ports will be shorted. This row is used for programming only and 
contains no information concerning the port structure. Each element 
of this matrix is initially set equal to zero. 
The program starts by reading in the sign matrix corresponding to 
the original Y-matrix. This information is obtained in the required 
card form from the first program. From this matrix a table of signs 
is formed using equation 15. This information is stored in matrix form 
in the following manner. A matrix YS is established which has n+2 
columns. The first two columns of any row of YS is used to store the 
value of the pair (i, j) in equation 15. The remaining n columns of 
this correspond to the values of equation 15 for each of then values of k. 
Since this is done for every pair (i, j) for i < j, YS must contain 
n(n-1)/2 rows . 
Once the table of signs has been established, the port structure, 
if one is possible , can be developed using the theorem stated . A row 
of YS is examined and the number of positive terms Nl5" and the number of 
negative terms NN contained in the last n columns of the row are counted. 
A check is then made to determine if ports i and j, corresponding to the 
entries in the first two columns of this row, are series- or star-connected. 
If NP=n then they are series connec t ed . If NN=n-2 then they are star-
connected. If neither of these are true, this row is passed up and the 
next row is considered. This process continues until each row of YS 
has been examined. 
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It ha s been shown5 that for n 4, there must exist at least two 
pair of ports (i,j) and (k,m) such that one of the following must exist: 
1 . Ports i and j and also k and mare series-connected 
2 . Ports i and j and also k and mare star-connected 
3. Ports i and j are series-connected and ports k and mare star-
connected. 
This check has been incorporated into the program as condition 1. 
If condition 1 is not satisfied the pro,Q:ram is stopped. 
If a pair of ports (i,j) is found to be series-connected, the ith 
and jth columns of the "Port" matrix are checked to see if these ports 
already have a common node k. If they do, then since these ports are 
series-connected no other ports are to be connected to this node. Therefore, 
column kin the "Node" matrix is closed out in the manner previously 
stated. If these ports do not have a common node, a check is made to 
determine if a circuit will be formed by connecting these ports together 
or if no connection is possible. If no connection is possible the row 
is passed up. If a circuit would be fonned, this series-connection is 
omitted. If no circuit is formed, a previously unused column of the "Node" 
matrix is found corresponding to node k. The first two elements in the 
kth column are changed to the values i and j and the rest of the elements 
are changed to zero closing out the node . 
If this pair of ports is found to be star-connected, the i~ and jth 
col umn of the "Port" matrix are examined to see i f these ports have a 
common node. If they do, this row is passed up. If they don't, a 
common node i s formed either by using an open node on one of the ports or, 
i f no open node i s available, by finding a previously unused column k 
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in the "Node" matrix and changing the first two elements of this column 
to i and j . This kth node is then entered in the "Port" matrix in 
column i and j. If one or both of these ports were previously unused, 
a new node in the "Node" matrix is assigned to the free end of these 
ports and this node is closed out since, by definition, star-connected 
ports must be tip ports. 
Once a complete pass has been made on the YS matrix, the "Port" matrix 
is examined to determine which port is to be shorted. This shorting of 
a port k is accomplished by setting each element of the k+2 column of YS 
equal to zero and each element of every row equal to zero for which k 
appears in either column one or two . Each time a port is shorted, the 
process of checking each row of YS is repeated. However, if mis the 
number of ports which have been shorted then for a pair of ports (i,j), 
if NP=n-m the ports are series-connected, or if NN=n-m-2 then the ports 
are star-connected. This process of shorting ports is continued until 
a three port network remains. By this time all information has been 
obtained. 
The output of this program consists of the sign matrix corresponding 
to the original Y-matrix, the "Node" matrix and the "Port" matrix. From 
either the "Node" or the "Port" matrix the port-structure can be drawn 
except for the sequence of the linear portions. The port directions can 
be obtained from the first row of the sign matrix. A simplified block 
diagram of this program is given in figure 2. 
IV. The Synthesis of the Network 
In the previous sections it was shown how the segment matrix C 
s 
and the element matrix Y could be found and also how the port-e 
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structure, except for the sequence of the linear ports, could be obtained. 
By combining these two sets of information the synthesis procedure can be 
completed. 
It has been shown by Kim and Chien7 that in the decomposition of a Y 
matrix into Y=CsYeCs', if a column of Cs has nonzero entries in the rows 
ij j, ••• , k, this implies that the ports i, j, ••• , k are linked by the 
branch of Ye corresponding to this column and, if all other ports are 
short-circuited, the submatrix of Y corres9onding to the rows and columns 
i, j, ••• , k must be realizable with a linear tree. Using this relation-
ship, the sequence of the linear portions of the port-structure and the 
placement of the elements of the network can be accomplished. 
The sequence of the linear portions of the port-structure can best 
be accomplished by choosinp those columns of Cs which contain only two non-
zero entries and for which at least one of these nonzero entries correspond 
to one of the linear ports. Ports i and j, corresponding to the two 
nonzero entries, must have one node in common. This will determine the 
sequence of many of the linear ports. If all have not been determined, 
use the columns of Cs which contains three nonzero entries for which at 
least one of these correspond to one of the linear ports. Each of the 
three ports in one of these columns must be adjacent while still satisfying 
the previous conditions on the sequence of ports . This can be continued 
until the port structure is determined,or within a two-isomorphism of 
their graphs 9 if the network realization is not unique. The placement 
of the elements can be accomplished by plac ing the diagonal element of Ye 
across the ports indicated by the nonzero elements in the corresponding 
column of C • Thus the synthesis of an n-port Y-matrix with no zeros into 
s 
a network with n+l nodes is complete. 
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Example I: Synthesize the following 6 port short-circuit admittance 
matrix with exactly 7 nodes 
2/s+1+6s 2/s+3s s 2s 
2/s+3s 6/s+7s -3/s-2s -2s 
s -3/s-2s 3/s+l+Ss -2s 
Y= 
2s -2s -2s 1+6s 
2s -2s -2s 6s 
2/s 2/s+4s -2s -2s 
Decomposition 
Input 
Card #1 
1. Number of Ports= 6 
Card #2 
1. 
2. 
3. 
. . -1 . Coefficient of s in y11 =2.00000E+OO 
Constant term in y11 =1. 00000E+OO 
Coefficient of sin y11 =6.00000E+OO 
Card #3 thru #22 
1. Same as #2 but for the terms 
2s 2/s 
-2s 2/s+4s 
-25 -2s 
6s -2s 
7s -2s 
-2s 2/s+1+4s 
Y12,Y13• ••• , Yln' Y22' y23' ••• , Yzn' Y33' ••• , Ynn 
in that order. 
Output 
1. Seg matrix Cs 
1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 -1 1 0 -1 0 0 1 0 0 0 
C = 0 l 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
5 
0 1 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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2. Diagonal elements of Ye 
Y = [s e . 2s 2/s 2s 2s 2s 
3. Also, in card form, the input 
Port Structure 
Input 
1. Cards from previous prop.ram 
Output 
1. Sign Matrix 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
1. -1. -1. -1. 1. 
1. -1. -1. - 1 . 
1. 1. -1. 
1. -1. 
1. 
2. Node matrix 1, 2, ••• , n+ 1 
Columns correspond to nodes 
3s 3/s 
for the 
Rows correspond to ports connected to 
1 1 3 2 4 2 5 
3 0 0 6 5 0 0 
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3. Port Matrix 1, 2, • •• J N 
Columns correspond to ports 
Rows correspond to nodes 
[; 4 1 5 5 1] 6 3 1 7 
1 1/s 1 1 
next part. 
nodes 
The port structure can be found from the node matrix as follows: 
s 
Column 1 shows ports 1, 3, 6 and 4 to have a common node. 
Col umns 2 and 3 indicate that ports 1 and 3 are tip ports. 
Columns 4 and 5 show port 2 connected to 6 and port 5 connected 
t o 4. 
Columns 6 and 7 indicate that ports 2 and 5 are tip ports . 
From this the port structure of figure 3 is found. The port directions 
are f ound from the first row of the sign matrix. 
l] 
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Synthesis: 
1. Using column 7 of C it is found that ports 1 and 2 must have a 
s 
common node therefore ports 2 and 6 must be interchanged in figure 
3. The rest of the port structure is consistent with C. 
s 
2. The elements can be put in place in the following manner. From 
column 1 of C and the first diagonal element of Y, a 1 fd capacitor 
s e 
is across ports 1 and 3. The same can be done for all the columns 
of Cs yielding the network shown in figure 4. 
It should be noted that ports 4 and 5 could be interchanged in figure 3 
and still be consistent with the matrix C • This would result in the 
s 
network of figures . The graph of this network is t wo- i somorphic with 
the graph of the network in figure•• 
V. Conclusions 
The method presented is completely general for an n-port Y-matrix 
containing no zero elements. The size of n is limited only by the computer 
memory storage which, for the IBM 1620 with 60K memory, is limited to 
n 10. For this maximum size , the IBM 1620 takes about 3 minutes to 
decompose the matrix and about 30 seconds to give the port s tructure. 
The program ha s been extended to allow k zer os i n the Y- matrix by 
having the comput er gener a t e the 2k poss i bl e sign mat r i ces. All of the 
possible network port - str uct ures are pr i nt ed out. The va l ue of k is not 
restricted by the program but since the computer takes approximat el y 30 
seconds for each sign matrix 9 the tota l time Tin minutes would be : 
T=2k=l minutes 
Thus if k is very l arge ~ an excessive amount of computer time would be usedo 
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VII. APPENDIX 
COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The first program in the decomposition Y = 
Innut 
1. N is order of Y matrix Format 12. 
() y Q'. 
e 
2. Read Y matrix, one element on a card in the order y11 , y12 , ••• , 
Yln' y22' Y23' ••• • Y2n' Y33' Y34' , •• , y3n' ••• , ynn 
3. Read each y .. in the form 
1J 
Y .. = ( )/s + ( ) + ( ) s 
1J 
which means the inductors first, then the resistor, then the 
capacitor accordinp, to the Format 3F. 12.5. 
The second program is the port synthesis. 
Input 
Use card output from first program. 
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D IM ENS I ON Y S ( 10 , 21 l , Y ( 10 , 10 l , Y 1 ( 10 , 1 0 l , YE ( 5 5 , 3 l , P < 10 , 5 5 l 
DIMENSION Pl(l0l,PROD!55l 
1 READ 40,N 
PUNCH 40,N 
Il = 1 
Jl=l 
NZl=-1 
NOD=(N*N-Nl/2 
NT=NOD+N 
DO 2 I=l,N 
DO 2 J=I,N 
JPN=J+N+l 
READ 39,YS(J,IJ,YS!I,J+ll,YS(I,JPNl 
Y!I,Jl=YS(J,IJ+YS!I,J+ll+YS(I,JPN) 
PRINT 41,I ,J,YS(J,I l ,YS( I ,J+l l ,YS( I ,JPN! 
IFCY<I,Jlll00,101,102 
100 X=-1. 
GO TO 103 
101 X=O. 
GO TO 103 
102 X=l. 
103 PUNCH 38,X 
2 Y!J,Il=Y!I , Jl 
DO 3 I=l,N 
DO 3 J=l,N 
3 Yl!l,Jl=Y!I,Jl 
DO 26 L=l,NT 
NZ=O 
NODZ=O 
YMIN=l.OE+30 
DO 13 I= 1, N 
DO 13 J=I , N 
IF !Y( I,Jl*YlCI,J ll 5,4 , 4 
4 YABS =ABSF(Y(I,Jl l 
YlABS=ABSF(Yl!I,Jll 
IF CYA BS -Y lABS!5 ,6,6 
5 CA LL SKIP 
PRINT 36 
GO TO 35 
6 IF (Yl<I , Jl l l0,7 , 10 
7 NZ=N Z+ l 
IF <I - J l8,9, 8 
8 NODZ=NODZ+l 
9 CONTINUE 
GO TO 13 
10 IF ! I -Jl ll , 13 , 11 
11 IF CYMIN - YlABS)l 3 ,13,12 
12 Il=I 
Jl=J 
YMIN=YlABS 
13 CONTINUE 
IF !NZ-N Zl l14, 14 , 15 
14 CALL SKIP 
PR I NT 36 
GO TO 35 
15 NZl=NZ 
DO 16 I=l ,N 
DO 16 J =l , N 
16 YCI,Jl=YlCI , J) 
IF (NOD-NODZll7 , 27, 17 
17 YE!L,ll=ABSF(Y!Il , Jl ll 
DO 24 I=l ,N 
IF ( I-11)18 , 19 , 18 
18 IF CI-Jl)2G,22 , 20 
19 Pl(Il=l. 
GO TO 24 
20 A=Y(Il,Jll*YCil,Il*Y(Jl,Il 
IF (A)21,21,22 
21 Pl(Il=O~ 
GO TO 24 
22 IF CYCI1,Ill23,23,19 
23 Pl(Il=-1• 
24 P(I,LJ=Pl(Il 
DO 25 I=l , N 
DO 25 J=l,N 
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25 Yl<I,Jl=Y(I,J)-YECL,ll*Pl( Il*Pl(Jl 
DO 71 I=l,L 
71 PROD(Il=P(Il,Il*P(Jltll 
JPN=Jl+N+l 
YE(L,ll=YS(Jl,IlJ/PROD(Ll 
YE(L,2l=YS(Il , Jl+l)/PROD(Ll 
YECL,3l=YS(Il , JPNl/PROD(Ll 
IF (l-1)26,26,70 
70 LMl=L-1 
DO 7 2 I= 1, LM 1 
YE(L,ll=YECL,lJ-PROD(Il*YE( I,ll/PROD(LJ 
YE(L,2l=YE(L,2)-PROD(Il*YE( I,2l/PROD(Ll 
72 YECL,3l=YE(L , 3J-PROD(Il*YE(I,3l/PROD(Ll 
26 CONTINUE 
27 M=L+N-1-NZ+NODZ 
K=L-1 
DO 32 I=l,N 
IF (Y( I,Il )28 , 32,28 
28 K=K+l 
DO 31 J=l,N 
IF CI-Jl29 , 30 , 29 
29 P(J,K)=O . 
GO TO 31 
30 P(J,KJ=l • 
31 CONTINUE 
KMl=K-1 
DO 73 J=l , K 
73 PROD(JJ=P(I , JJ*P(I , Jl 
IPN=I+N+l 
YECK,ll=YSCI , Il/PROD(Kl 
YECK,21=YS(I , I+ll/PROD(Kl 
YE(K,3l=YSCI ,I PN)/PROD(Kl 
DO 74 J =l , KMl 
YECK,ll =YECK , 1 )- PROD ( JJ*YE CJ , l) / PROD(Kl 
YECK , 2 l =YEC K,2 J-PROD ( J)*YECJ , 2)/PROD(Kl 
74 YE(K,3l=YE(K , 3J - PROD(Jl*YE(J , 3)/PROD(Kl 
32 CONTINUE 
PRINT 37, N, M 
PRINT 42 
DO 33 J=l ,M 
33 PRINT 38 , (P ( I , J) ,I =l , Nl 
PRINT 43 
DO 34 I =l ,M 
34 PRINT 44,I , Y:C:: ( I d l ,Y E( I , 2 l ,Y E( I .3) 
35 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 
36 FORMAT (31 H MA TR IX CA NNO T BE DECO MPO . 
37 FORMAT (7 H N=I2 ~7 H M=I2 // l 
38 FORMA T (20 F4 e0 l 
39 FORMAT ( 3E l2 o5 l 
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40 FORMAT ( I2 l 
41 FORMAT ( SH YS ( I2 , 1H , I2 , 2H l= El2 . 5 ,4H/S +El2 . 5,4H + SE1 2 . 5 ) 
42 FORMAT 123H TR ANSPOSE OF E MATR IXJ 
43 FORMAT (/ /34H DIA GONAL TER MS OF ELEMENT MATR I X) 
44 FORMAT C5H YE (I 2 , 2H J= El2 s 5 , 4H/ S +El2. 5 ,4 H + SE12 . 5 l 
END 
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DIMENSION Y(l0,10) , YS(45 , 12 ) 
DIMENSION NODE(lOdll, NFDGE(3,10l 
DIMENSION PZ(45 , 2! 
652 CONTINUE 
READ 62,N 
62 FORMAT(I2l 
Nr--'.l=N-1 
NP2=N+2 
NPl=N+l 
KZ=O 
NOD=CN *N- N)/2 
DO 51 I=l , N 
DO 51 J=I , N 
READ 61 , Y( I, Jl 
IF (Y ( I , Jl )51 , 700 , 51 
700 KZ=KZ+l 
PZ!KZ , l)= I 
PZ!KZ , 2l=J 
51 Y(J,I l = Y(I , Jl 
61 FOR MAT ( 12F4 . 0l 
K2Z=2**KZ 
DO 701 KZ1=1 , K2Z 
NR=O 
NSTAR=O 
K=O 
l\.~=-1 
DO 40 I=l , N 
DO 40 J=l , NPl 
40 NODE! I , J ! =lOO 
DO 41 I=l , 3 
DO 41 J=l , N 
41 NEDGE ! I , J) =O 
IF CKZl703 , 704 , 703 
703 Zl=KZl 
DO 702 KZ2=1 , KZ 
KZ3 =KZ 2- 1 
Xl=2 • * * KZ3 
KX2=!Zl-l . J/Xl+ . 001 
I=PZ ! KZ2dl 
J=PZ !KZ 2 , 2) 
Y!I , J ) =! - l l **KX2 
702 Y<J , I ) =Y(I , J l 
704 CONTINUE 
DO 54 I =l , NMl 
IPl = I+l 
DO 54 J=I Pl ,N 
K=K+l 
YS!K , 1 ) = I 
YS <K, 2 1 = J 
DO 55 L=3 , NP2 
55 YS<K , L l =Y <I , J l*Y<I~ L-2)*YCJ,L-2l 
54 CONTINUE 
lq M=M+l 
DO 2 I=l , NOD 
NN T=O 
NPT=O 
DO 57 J= 3 , NP2 
I F(YS ! I , J ) ) 58, 57, 59 
58 NNT=NNT +l 
GO TO 57 
5q NPT=NPT + l 
57 CONTINUE 
IF!N - NP T- Ml 11 ,70, 11 
7n NR=N~+l 
K=YS CI , l l 
L=YS CI, 2 l 
IFCN EDG E(l,Kl) 71,71,72 
71 NEDGE(3 , Kl = M+l 
I F <N EDGE (l,Lll 74,74,7 5 
72 I F <NE DGE ! l ,Ll l 73, 73 ,6 
73 NEDGE (3,LJ = M+l 
K=YS(I,2! 
L=YS !I, ll 
75 JJ=N EDG E<l,L) 
X=O • 
NEDGE (3, KJ=M+2 
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4 DO 76 J=l ,N 
IF(NODE ! J , JJJ-100 > 76 , 77 , 77 
76 CONT IN UE 
I F CNEDGE ( Z,Lll 5 ,5,84 
84 I F (X-1 .) 551 , 2 ,2 
551 X= l • 
JJ=N EDG EC2,Ll 
GO TO 4 
77 NEDGE<l , Kl = JJ 
8 NODE <J,JJJ=K 
J=J+l 
DO 78 Jl =J ,N 
78 NODE ! Jl,JJJ=O 
GO TO 2 
74 NEDGE!3 ,Ll=M+ 2 
80 DO 79 J =l, NPl 
IF(NOD E!l ,J l-lOOl 79 , 81 ,81 
79 CONTINUE 
81 NODE(l,JJ=K 
NOD EC2,J)=L 
DO 83 JJ=3,N 
83 NODE(JJ , Jl=O 
NEDGE(l,Kl=J 
NEDGE<l ,Ll=J 
GO TO 2 
6 DO 85 J =l ,2 
DO 85 Jl=l , 2 
IF!N EDGE !J,Kl-N EDGE (Jl,Ll) 8 5 ,86~ 85 
85 CONTINUE 
IF!NEDGE(2 , Kl l 87 , 88,87 
87 I F (N EDGE C2illl 451 , 451,2 
451 JJ=NECGE(l , Kl 
X=O ~ 
10 DO 89 J =ljN 
IF!NODE!J ,JJ)-100) 89,91,91 
89 CONTINUE 
IF!X-1.,) 560 ,2,2 
560 X=l. 
JJ=NE DGEC2 , Kl 
GO TO 10 
91 NEDGE C2,Ll=JJ 
K=L 
GO TO 8 
88 JJ=NE DGE(l , L l 
X = 0 • 
9 DO 93 J=l,N 
I F <N ODE CJ,JJl-lOOl 93,94,94 
93 CONTINUE 
I F (X-1.,)550,2,2 
550 X=l • 
JJ=NEDGE 12 , Ll 
GO TO 9 
94 NEDGE 12 , K>=J J 
GO TO 8 
86 I F!NEDGE (J, K) l 95 , 9 6 , 95 
95 JJ=NEDGE (J , K) 
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DO 150 J=l , N 
IF ! NODE ! J ,J J )- 100 1 150 , 97 , 9 7 
97 NODE (J,JJ) =O 
150 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 
96 Jl=NEDGE (l , KI 
J2=NED GE!l, L l 
J5=K 
600 DO 601 J3=1 , N 
DO 601 J4= 1 , 2 
IF(J3 -J5)6 02 , 60 1, 602 
602 IF!NEDGE ( J 4 , J 3) - J l l 6 01 , 603 , 60 1 
601 CON TIN UE 
GO TO 60 8 
603 I F ! J4- ll 6 04 , 60 4 , 605 
604 IF I NEDGE <2 , J3)-J21 606 , 2 , 60 6 
606 Jl=NEDGE <2 , J 3 ) 
GO TO 650 
605 IF <NEDGE !l ,J 3 ) -J2 1 607 , 2 , 607 
60 7 Jl=NED GE ( l ,J 3 ) 
6 50 J5=J3 
IF ! Jll600 , 60 8 , 600 
608 DO 98 J=l , NPl 
IF <NODE,!l , Jl -100 1 98 , 99 999 
98 CONT IN UE 
99 NODE <l , J) =K 
NODE C2 , JJ= L 
NEDGE ! 2 , Kl= J 
NEDGE !2 , L)=J 
GO TO 7 
5 DO 100 J=l , NP l 
I F ( NO DEll , J )-1 00 ) 100 , lQ l , 101 
100 CO NTI NUE 
101 NODE ! l , .JJ= K 
NODE !2 ,J l=L 
NEDGE ( 2 , Ll =J 
NEDG E<l , Kl= J 
7 DO 102 Jl =3, N 
102 NODE <Jl 1J l=O 
GO TO 2 
11 IF <N- NNT-2 - M) 2 , 160 ,2 
160 NR=NR + l 
NSTA R=NSTA R+l 
K=YS <I, l l 
L=YS ( I , 2 > 
I F !N EDGE ( l , Kll 161 ,1 6 1 , 162 
161 NED GE!3, Kl =M+ l 
IF <NEDGE ( l , L l l 163, 163 9164 
163 NE DGE !3,Ll=M+2 
DO 16 5 J=l,NPl 
I F IN OD Ell,Jl-100) 165,1 66,166 
165 CO NTINUE 
16 6 NO DE ( l ,Jl =K 
NO DE!2,Jl= L 
NOD E!l,J+ll=K 
NODE C1,J+2l=L 
NEDGECl , Kl=J 
NEDGE C2 ,Kl=J+l 
NEDGE <l,Ll=J 
NEDGE ( 2, Ll =J+2 
DO 170 J l=2 , N 
NODE <Jl,J+ll=O 
17 0 NODE<Jl , J +2l =O 
GO TO 2 
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162 IF!NEDGE(l,L> l 175,175,16 
175 NEDGE!3 , L l =M+l 
K=YS < I , 2) 
L=YS(I,1 ) 
164 JJ=NEDGE ( l,L l 
12 DO 177 J=l,N 
IF!NODE (J, J J)- 10 01 17 7 ,178, 17 8 
177 CONTINUE 
IF<NEDGE(Z,Ll l 13 ,13,179 
179 JJ=NEDGE!2 ,Ll 
GO TO 12 
13 DO 18 0 J =l ,NP l 
IF <NODE <l , JJ-1 00 1 180,181,181 
180 CONTINUE 
181 NODE(l ,JJ =L 
NODEC2,J)=K 
NEDGE C2,L)::J 
NEDGE <l,K l =J 
GO TO 15 
178 NEDGE ( l,K l =JJ 
NODE<J,JJl= K 
15 DO 185 Jl=l , NPl 
IF(NODE!l,Jl l -lOO J 18 5 ,18 6 ,186 
185 CONTINUE 
186 NODE!l~Jll=K 
NEDGE<2,K l =J l 
14 DO 188 J2=2,N 
188 NODE( J2,J l l=O 
GO TO 2 
16 DO 105 J =l ,2 
DO 105 JJ =l , 2 
IFCNEDGE(J ,K) - NEDGE(Jl,Ll l 105 , 106,105 
105 CONTINUE 
IF(NEDGE!2,Kl l 107,108 3107 
107 IF(NEDGE !Z , L l l 452 , 452 , 2 
452 JJ=NEDGE ( l , Kl 
110 DO 111 J =l tN 
IFCNO DE(J,JJJ-1 00 ) 111,112,112 
111 CONTI NU':: 
JJ=NEDGE !2 1Kl 
GO TO 110 
1 1 2 NO D E ( J , J .J ) = L 
NEDGE(2 , LJ =J J 
GO TO 2 
108 JJ=NED GE!l , L J 
115 DO 11 6 J =l , N 
IF (N ODE ( J ,JJl - lOO l 116,11 7 ,117 
116 CONTINUE 
JJ=NEDGE (2 i l l 
GO TO 115 
117 NODE(J ,JJl=K 
NEDGE <2 , KJ=JJ 
GO TO 2 
106 IF(NED GE! J jKl) 2,118,2 
118 DO 119 J =l , NPl 
IF(NODE <l, Jl-100 ) 1 19 , 120,120 
119 CONTINUE 
120 NODE!l,Jl=K 
NODE(2,J ) =l 
NEDGE<2 ,KJ =J 
NEDGE C2,LJ=J 
2 CONTINUE 
IF ( NR -21 12 1 , 122,122 
121 
123 
122 
562 
563 
565 
566 
568 
569 
651 
564 
561 
400 
567 
402 
403 
401 
653 
705 
460 
461 
462 
125 
126 
463 
464 
465 
155 
128 
17 
141 
140 
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PRINT 123 
FORMATC29H 
GO TO 18 
MATRIX CANNOT BE REALIZED) 
IF!M-N+3)561,562,562 
DO 564 I=l,N 
IF !NEDGE!2,I l )563,563 ,5 64 
DO 565 J=l,NPl 
IF CNODECl,Jl-1001565,566,566 
CONTINUE 
NEDGEC2,Il=J 
DO 568 Jl=l,N 
IF !NODE!Jl,J)-100)568,569,569 
CONTINUE 
NODECJl,Jl=I 
Jl=Jl+l 
DO 651 J2=Jl,N 
NODE!J2,Jl=O• 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 567 
NR=O 
DO 400 I=l,N 
IFCNEDGEC2,Il l 17,17,400 
CONTINUE 
DO 401 I=l,NPl 
IFCNODECN,Il-1001 401,402,402 
DO 401 J=l,N 
IFCNODECJ,Il-1001 401,403,401 
NODECJ,Il=O 
CONTINUE 
PRINT 653 
FORMAT (14Hl SIGN MATRIX) 
DO 705 I=l,N 
PRINT 61,CY!I,Jl,J=l,Nl 
PRINT 460 
PRINT 461 
PRINT 462 
FORMAT(///26H NODE MATRIX 
FORMATC25H COLUMNS CORRES 
F0RMATC41H ROWS CORRES TO 
DO 12 5 I= 1 , N 
1,2, ••• ,N+ll 
TO NODES! 
PORTS CONNECTED TO NODES//) 
PRINT 126 ,!NODE!I,Jl , J=l,NPll 
FORMATC15I4l 
PRINT 463 
PRINT 464 
PRINT 465 
FORMATC///24H PORT MATRIX 
FORMATC25H COLUMNS CORRES 
FORMATC 22H ROWS CORRES TO 
DO 155 I=l,2 
1,2, ••• ,N) 
TO PORTS ) 
NODES! 
PRINT 128, CNEDGE! I ,Jl ,J=l,Nl 
FORMATC15I4l 
GC TO 18 
K=l 
DO 140 Il=l,N 
IFCNEDGEC3 ,I ll-Kl 140 ,1 42 ,14 0 
CONTINUE 
K=K+l 
GO TO 141 
142 IFCNSTARl 488,4 88,609 
609 IF!NEDGEC2,Ill l 488,489,488 
489 NEDGE!3,Ill =K+l 
GO TO 141 
A88 NEDGE!3,Ill=O 
NSTAR=O 
A=Il 
DO 156 I=l,NOD 
IF!YS(I , ll-Al 145,146,145 
145 IF<YS!I,21-Al 147 , 146,147 
147 YS!I,Il+2l=O 
GO TO 156 
146 DO 157 J=3 , NP2 
157 YS<I , J l =O 
156 CONTINUE 
GO TO 19 
18 CONTINUE 
701 CONTINUE 
GO TO 652 
END 
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READ INPUT DATA 
N ANDY 
FORM Yl::Ylsa1 
N(N-I) TIMES 
2 -. '. 
l1s YI DIAGONAL 
I YES 
I 
NO 
FIND THE MIN. ELEMEI\IT Yij 
FORM A COLUMN OF C5 CALLED Cl 
FORM Y2=YI -IYijl (CI l Cl') 
FIND THE ELEMENT OF Ye 
• j Is CONDITION I SATISFIED 
YES '. I 1s CONDITION 2 SATISFIED 1NQ :: MATRIX NOT DECOMPOSABLE! I 
' YES ,. 
I IS CON DITION 3 SATISFIED 
YES 
I Yl=Y2 I 
-
. 
p ·~ 
IS DIAGONAL ELEMENT ZERO 
YES 
NO 
.~ 
FORM A COWMN OF' C1 
FIND THE ELEMENT OF Ye 
N TIMES --
'~ 
PRINT OUTPUT C1 AN D Ye 
FIGURE I FLOW DIAGRAM FOR DECOMPOSITION 
READ INPUT DATA 
N ANDY 
FORM TABLE OF SiGNS YS 
N(N-1) 
TIMES - -2--
' 
YES ARE PORTS i AND j NO 
SERIES CONNECTED 
1 
ARE THEY STAR CONNECTED I 
ASSIGN A COMMON 
NODE AND CLOSE YES 
OUT NODE 
NODE I ASSIGN A COMMON 
' 
ASSIGN END NODES AND 
CLOSE OUT END NODES 
-
I MATRIX NOT REALIZABLE : NO IS CONDITION I SATISFIED 
YES 
' 
PRINT OUT IS MATRIX REDUCED 
NODE AND PORT - YES TO A 3 PORT NETWORK 
MATRICES 
NO 
t 
I SHORT ONE PORT I 
FIGURE 2 FLOW DIAGRAM FOR PORT STRUCTURE 
SYNTHESIS 
2 6 4 5 
3 
FIGURE 3 PORT STRUCTURE 
s 
2S 
FIGURE 4 EXAMPLE 
s 
2S 
FIGURE 5 NETWORK REALIZED BY COMPUTER 
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